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CONSERVATIVE SEQUENCE-TO-SERIES TRANSFORMATION 
MATRICES 
BY 
F. GERRISH 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKS:\'IA at the meeting of September 29, 1956) 
The three methods (sequence-to-sequence, series-to-sequence, series-
to-series) of defining generalized limits or generalized sums by infinite 
matrices are here complemented by a fourth (sequence-to-series); and a 
new class of matrices (</>-matrices) giving conservative transformations 
is introduced (§ 2), together with its regular sub-class (17-matrices). 
Products of these with each other and with the known types K, T, {3, 
y, <5, £X (§ I) of summability matrix are investigated and, in all cases when 
the product always exists, its type is ascertained. The results are tabulated 
at the end of § 4. Associativity of triple products of summability matrices 
is discussed (§ 5) in the cases when the product always exists for both 
bracketings. The work reveals useful new subclasses of the {3- and <5-matrices 
(here called {30 , bll respectively) which are generalizations of the {30- and 
<50-matrices (§I) defined in a recent paper [4]. 
Some simple inclusion relations between the various classes of matrices 
are obtained in § 3, and used in subsequent sections. 
Notation. Throughout this paper all summations are from I to oo, 
00 
unless otherwise stated; thus L means L. Likewise limn will mean 
k k~l 
lim. In both cases the variable will be omitted when it is unambiguous. 
Given an infinite matrix X, M(X) will denote some fixed positive 
number associated with X. 
1. Introduction 
Two well-known methods of defining the generalized limit of a sequence 
and the generalized sum of a series respectively by an infinite matrix 
([I], 59, 65) give rise to the following matrix classes: 
1.1. A is a ]{-matrix if 
(£X) L lank I~ M(A), for each n; 
k 
({3) limn ank = £Xk, for each k; 
(y) L ank == An -+ £X when n-+ oo. 
k 
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It follows that (i) limk ank = 0, for each n; (ii) ~ [1Xk[ < M(A). Result (i) is 
r 
immediate from (1X). Also from (1X), ~ [ank[ < M(A); hence by (fl), 
k~l 
r 
~ [1Xk[ < M(A), and this holds for arbitrarily larger, so that (ii) is proved. 
k~l 
A transforms every convergent sequence {sk} into a convergent sequence 
{s~} if and only if it is a K-matrix; and the relation between the limits 
s, s' is ([1], 63) 
( ~) s' = iXS + ~ iXk(sk- s). 
If also s' = s, A is a T-matrix. Conditions (1X), (fl), (y) with each iXk = 0 and 
iX= 1 are necessary and sufficient for A to be a T-matrix ([1], 64). 
1.2. G is a fl-matrix if 
(A) ~ [g .. k-gn.k+l[ ~ M(G), for each n; 
k 
(B) limn gnk = flk, for each k. 
It follows ([4], (2.2), (2.5)) that 
(i) the row-limits g .. == limk gnk exist for each n; 
(ii) fgnkf ~ K(G) +M(G) for all n, k, where K(G) = bd [g .. 1 [. 
G transforms every convergent series ~uk into a convergent sequence 
{u~} if and only if it is a fl-matrix ([1], (4.2, I)). If also the limits are the 
same, G is a y-matrix. Conditio.ns (A), (B) with every flk= 1 are necessary 
and sufficient for G to be y ([1], (4.2, II)). 
A fl-matrix such that g .. =O for all n will be called ([4], 30) a fl0-matrix, 
and a y-matrix having this property will be called a y0-matrix. 
Definition. A fl-matrix for which g=lim g .. exists will be called a 
fl0-matrix, and a y-matrix with this property will be called a y0-matrix. 
Clearly a fl0-matrix is fl0 , with g = 0; but not every fl0 -matrix for which 
g=O isfl0 , as is shown by the example g .. k=1/n (all k). A similar remark 
holds with fl replaced by y. 
1.3. A third method, for defining the generalized sum of a series (by 
transformation into another series), has been discussed in recent papers 
([3], [4]), and gives rise to a class (~-matrices) with a regular sub-class 
(~X-matrices). It is proved ([4], Theorem 2.1; [3], Theorem II) that B= (b .. k) 
is a ~-matrix if and only if G = (g .. k) is a fl-matrix, and is an iX-matrix if and 
only if G is a y-matrix, where 
gnk = blk + b2k + • • • + bnk' 
or 
bnk = gnk - gn-l,k (with g0k == 0). 
The following properties of ~-matrices B will be required ([4], (2.8)-
(2.11)): 
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(i) L lb71k-bn.k+ll ~ 2M(G) for each n; 
k 
(ii) L bnk = f3k for each k; 
" (iii) the row-limits bn ""'limk bnk exist for each n, and b71 = gn -g,._ 1 
(iv) lbnki.:;;;2K(G)+2M(G) for each n,k; (where g0 =0); 
(v) lim,. b71k = 0 for each k (by (ii)). 
If bn=O for all n, the o-matrix B is called ([4], 30) a o0-matrix; and if 
B is an £X-matrix with this property, it is called an £X0-matrix. Clearly, 
by (iii), 
(vi) B is o0 when and only when G is {30 , and B is iXo when and only when 
G is y0 • 
By (iii), if G is f3u, then the corresponding o-matrix B has lim bn = 0. 
Definition. A o-matrix B for which lim bn exists and is zero will be 
called a ou-matrix, and an £X-matrix with this property will be called an 
£Xu-matrix. 
In contrast to (vi), the {3-matrix corresponding to a ou-matrix is not 
necessarily f3u· For, define a sequence n1 <n2 <n3 < of integers by the 
property that 
n1 = greatest integer n for which a71 ""' 1 + ~ + ... + ~ .:;;; 2, 
n2 =greatest integern for which a,.""' 1 + -2I + ... + _.!._- I+ 1- ... -! ~ 0, n 1 n 1 n 
n3 =greatest integer n for which a71 ""' 1 + ... + _.!._- 1+I- ... - _.!._ + 
nl nl n2 
I 1 (k)n + n2+ I+ ... + n.:;;; 2, and so on; and define ffnk = 1- (]71 k+I . Then 
G = (Ynk) is a y-matrix, with row-limits 1- an; and the corresponding 
£X-matrix B has bn = a71 _ 1 -a711 which is equal to (-1)P+ 1 ! ifn11 <n.:;;;nv+I· n 
Hence B is £Xu; G is not y Y' because ffn = 1 - a71 oscillates finitely between± 1. 
The set of possible transformations by a matrix may be completed by 
considering sequence-to-series transformations, now to be defined. 
2. Sequence-to-series transformations 
Given a sequence {uk} and a matrix H, suppose that 
exists for each n and that L V71 converges to v, which will be called the 
H-sum of {ud. If His conservative, i.e. if convergence of {uk} to u implies 
existence of V71 for each n and the convergence of L V71 , say to v (where 
v, u may be different), then H will be called a cp-matrix. If also v=u, the 
transformation is regular, and H will be called an r;-matrix. The following 
results are immediate. 
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(2.1) Sequence-to-series transformation by His equivalent to sequence-to-
sequence transformation by A, where 
or 
ank = hlk + h2k + ... + hnk• 
(with a0k""" 0). 
For if vi """ ! hikuk exists for each i, then for each n, 
k 
n noo oon oo 
! vi """ ! ! hik uk = ! ! hik uk = ! ank uk · 
i~l i~l k~l k~l i~l k~l 
Conversely, if ! ank uk exists for each n, then so does ! hnk uk, and 
k k 
the preceding steps can be reversed. Thus 
oo n 
! ank uk = ! Vi ' 
k~l i~l 
where existence of either side implies the existence and equality of the 
other. If either side tends to a limit when n __,.. oo, the other tends to the same 
limit; i.e., A-lim uk=H-sum of {uk}· 
Corollary. If {uk} is bounded and A is a K,-matrix ([1], end of § 2.3), 
then !vn has bounded partial sums. 
(2.2) H = (h,.k) is a cp-matrix if and only if A= (a,.k) is a K-matrix. 
For if uk __,.. u, then ! vi= u' if and only if lim,. ! ank uk = u', i.e., if 
i k 
and only if A is a K -matrix. 
Corollary. H is an n-matrix if and only if A is a T-matrix. 
(2.3) If H is a cp-matrix and A is the corresponding K-matrix, then 
(i) L lhnkl ~ 2M(A) for ea.ch n; (ii) ! hnk = txk for each k; 
k n 
(iii) ! ! h,.k = tx; (iv) limk hnk = 0 for each n; 
" 
k 
(v) lim,. hnk = 0 for each k; (vi) lim,.! hnk = 0; 
k 
(vii) I h,.k I ~ 2M(A) for each n, k. 
Proof. (i), (ii), (iii) follow respectively from (1.1) (rx), ({3), (y); (iv), (v), (vi) 
follow respectively from (i), (ii), (iii); (vii) follows trivially from (i). 
3. Overlapping of the various classes of summability matrices 
(3.1) Every K-matrix A is also a {30-matrix, having the same column-
limits rxk. 
For Lkla,.k-an.k+li~2M(A) by 1.1 (rx); this and 1.1({3) show that 
A is a {3-matrix with {3" = l)(.k (k = 1, 2, ... ). 
Also g., lim" ank.= 0 by 1.1 (i), so A is actually {30 • 
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Remarks. 
(1) NoT-matrix can be a y-matrix. For, necessary conditions are respec-
tively ank ---+ 0, ank ---+ 1 when n ---+ oo. 
(2) Not every fl-matrix, nor even every fl0-matrix, is a K-matrix. 
For example, the Abel matrix 
gnk = (n~1r 
IS clearly y0, and we have 
I Jgnkl =I gnk =I (n~ 1r = n, 
k k k 
and neither of the requirements of 1.1 (<X), (y) is satisfied. 
(3.2) Every c5-matrix is a fl-matrix with column-limits zero (and therefore 
transforms every convergent series into a null sequence). 
This follows from 1.3 (i) and (v). 
Corollary. Every c50-matrix is also flo· 
Remarks. (1) Not every fl-matrix satisfying 1.3 (i), (ii) is a c5-matrix: 
e.g., see [3], (2.10). 
(2) No y-matrix can be an <X-matrix or a c5-matrix. 
(3.3) Every ¢-matrix is a K-matrix with all characteristic numbers ([l], 63) 
zero (and therefore transforms every convergent sequence into a null 
sequence). 
This follows from (2.3) (i), (v), (vi). 
Corollary. Every ¢-matrix is fl0 , but not conversely. 
This follows from (3.1), (3.3). 
Remarks. (1) Not every K-matrix which transforms every convergent 
sequence into a null sequence is a ¢-matrix. For example, the matrix A, where 
1 
ank = nk(k+1)' 
is a K -matrix with all characteristic numbers zero; but it is not a ¢-matrix 
since B, defined by 
n 1 ( 1 1) bnk=i~laik=k(k+1) 1+2+ ... +:;;;' 
is not a K -matrix. 
(2) No T-matrix can be an n-matrix or a ¢-matrix. 
(3.4) Every ¢-matrix is a c50-matrix, but not conversely 
Given a ¢-matrix H, let A be the corresponding K-matrix; then 
hnk=ank-an-U· By (3.1), (ank) is also fl0 ; hence by 1.3 (vi), (hnk) is c50 • 
Conversely, if H is c50 , then by 1.3 (vi) A is fl0 , but not necessarily K 
(Remark (2) after (3.1)); so His not necessarily ¢. 
6fi 
Summary of § 3. 
Writing T C K as an abbreviation for "every T-matrix is also a K-
matrix", and so on, we have: 
rxCoCf3 (3.2) 
rJ C cp C K C (30 C f3u C f3 
rJ C cp C 00 C (30 C f3 u C f3 
(3.3), (3.I) 
(3.4), (3.2) Corollary 
4. Products of summability matrices 
4.1. Known results 
The notation Ty = y is an abbreviation for the statement "the product 
of any T-matrix and any y-matrix exists and is a y-matrix", and so on. 
The following results are known: 
(I) KK =K ([1], (4.6, I)) 
(2) TT=T ([I], (4.6, II)) 
(3) Ty=y [2] 
(4) yy may not exist [2] 
( 5) yTmaynotexist ([I], 95, no. 25) 
(6) yrx=y ([3], III) 
(7) rxy may not exist 
(8) lXlX =IX 
(9) f3o = f3 
(IO) 00=0 
(II) Kf3=f3 
(I2) IXO= 0. 
([3], III) 
([3],IV) 
([4], 2. II) 
([4], 2. IV) 
([I], 95, no. I9) 
Result (I2) follows from the special case yo=f3 of (9) just as (IO) follows 
from (9) ([4], proof of 2. IV). 
4.2. Further results 
Notation. Given a matrix X= (xnk), define the matrix 1X by 
i.e., 1X is X with a first row of zeros inserted. 
If X is K, T, f3 or y, then clearly 1 X is of the same type, and Y =X- 1X 
is the corresponding cf>, rJ, o, rx matrix respectively. If the products 
XZ, 1X·Z exist, then YZ=XZ- 1X·Z=XZ- 1(XZ). 
Theorem I. (i) cf>f3=o (and in particular cf>y=b, nf3=o). 
(ii) rjy=rx. 
Proof. (i) Let H be cf>, G be (3, and let A be the K-matrix corresponding 
to H, so that H=A- 1A. By4.I (II) and 1.3, HG=AG- 1(AG)=o-matrix 
corresponding to the (3-matrix AG. 
(ii) If His rJ (so that A is T), and if also G is y, then by 4.I (3), HG is 
the rx-matrix corresponding to the y-matrix AG. 
Corollary to (ii). 'fJYo = rx0 • 
Proof. By 1.2 (ii), (AG)nk = 2, ani gik is dominated by 
i 
{K(G) + M(G)} l,lanil 
i 
5 Series A 
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which converges for each n. Hence, exchanging lim and I, 
limk (AG)nk = L ani (limk gik) = 0, 
since G is y0 • Thus AG is y0 , and the corresponding HG is 1X0 • 
Theorem II. Kb=f3 (and in particular K1X={3, Tb=f3, T1X={3). 
Since K C {3, the result follows from 4.1 (9). 
Remark. T1X is not y; e.g., the product of the T-matrix I and the 
1X-matrix I is I, which is not y. 
Theorem III. rpb=b (and in particular rp1X=b, 1Jb=b, 1J1X=b). 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem I, using Theorem II. 
Theorem IV. Krp=K (and in particular K1J=K, Trp=K, T1J=K). 
Let P beaK-matrix, Harp-matrix, and A the corresponding K-matrix. 
Then PH=PA-P· 1A=difference of K-matrices by 4.1 (1), =K-matrix. 
Remark. Even if Pis aT-matrix and His an 1}-matrix, their product 
is never T. For the difference of the T-matrices PA, P· 1A is never T. 
Theorem V. (i) rprp=rp (and in particular rp1J=rp, 'YJrp=rp, 1J1J=rp). 
(ii) rpK = rp (and in particular rpT = rp, 1JK = rp). 
(iii) 1JT = 'YJ· 
The proofs are as in Theorem I. 
Theorem VI. (i) {3rp=K, aU of whose column-limits exist. 
(ii) {3rp=K if and only if {3 is f3u (and in particular f3u1J=K, 
Yucfo=K). 
(iii) Yu1J=K with characteristic numbers 0, 0, ... ; 1-g, 
unless g=O, in which case Y1J=T (and in particular 
Yo1J=T). 
Proof. (i) Write U = GH, where G is {3 and H is rp. Then unk = L g,ihi1,. 
i 
Since L hik = 1Xk and G is {3, therefore 1.tnk exists for each n and k, and 
i 
limn unk = G-sum of L hik' which exists for all k. (a) 
i 
If A is the K-matrix corresponding to H, then 
unk = I gni (aik- ai-u) = I (gni- gn.i+l) aik + limi gn.i+l aik 
i i 
=I (gni-gn.i+l) aik + gn(Xk • • (a') 
i 
Hence 
~ M(A) M(G) + {K(G)+M(G)} M(A). (b) 
by 1.1 (1X), 1.2 (A), 1ii), and 1.1 (ii) respectively. This with (a) proves (i). 
(ii) 
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by absolute convergence of the double series, proved in obtaining (b); i.e., 
! unk = I (Yni-Yn.i+1) A;+ Yn L IXk 
k i 
= L (A;-A;_ 1) Yn;-lim; Yn,i+I A;+ Yn L IXk 
i 
(writing A 0 =0). Now ! (A;-A;_ 1) converges to lim A;= IX, and G is a 
i 
P-matrix; hence limn! Yni (A;-A;_ 1) exists and is equal to A, say. So 
i 
limn L unk = A- IX lim Yn + (lim Yn) L IXk 
k 
(c) 
exists if and only if lim Un exists, i.e., G is Pu· Results (a), (b), (c) show 
that U is a K-matrix if and only if G is t'f9 , proving (ii). 
(iii) If H is 'YJ, then IXk = 0 and IX= l. If also G is y, then A= IX= l. 
From (c), Lkunk ___,. 1-g if g- lim Yn exists, and from (a), unk ___,. 0 when 
n ___,. oo, for each k. This proves (iii). 
In particular, if G is y0 , then g certainly exists and is zero. (This is the 
only interesting case in summability theory because, unless G is y0 , it is 
"equivalent to convergence" ([4], 3.I, Corollary).) 
Remarks. 
(l) The condition O=g=limn (limk Ynk) is the condition for the matrix 
(Unk- Un,k+I) to be a T-matrix ( [l ], 87, Corollary). 
(2) The result YYJ=T is at first sight of interest, as possibly leading to 
a new T-matrix obtained from the product of a y-matrix G and an 
YJ-matrix H. It can be reformulated as follows. Let A be the T-matrix 
corresponding to H, and let 
1 0 
-1 1 
S= 0 -1 
0 0 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Then H =SA, and (assuming g= 0) B GS is the sequence-to-sequence 
matrix corresponding to the series-to-sequence matrix G ([1], (4.6, VI)). 
Theorem VI (iii) with g=O shows that (ibid.) 
U =G(SA) is a T-matrix if and only if B=GS is a T-matrix. 
The result (a') in the proof of Theorem VI (i), that 
L Uni (a;k- ai-1,k) = L (Yni- Yn.i+1) aik, 
i i 
shows the product GSA is associative. Thus 
GH =G(SA)= (GS)A = BA =product of two T-matrices. 
Hence consideration of products Y'YJ is not likely to generate newT-matrices 
more easily then direct consideration of products TT. 
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(3) The necessity of the condition g = 0 for YrJ to be T is illustrated by 
taking g,.k= 1 (all n, k) and H =S (so that His then-matrix corresponding 
to the unit T-matrix 1). Then GS is the zero matrix, which is not T. 
( 4) Considerations used in work with linear operators suggest that every 
product YrJ is T. For H transforms every convergent sequence u into a 
convergent series, and G transforms every convergent series into a con-
vergent sequence, so that we may expect the product G(Hu) to be 
associative, and G(Hu) = (GH)u to be a transformation of the space of 
convergent sequences ([1], 273) into itself. Further, the transformations 
by Hand G are each limit-preserving, so GH should always beaT-matrix. 
That this is not so illustrates the principle that matrix product and 
operator product may differ, even when both exist, and even when certain 
double series converge absolutely. 
Theorem VII. (i) 15cp=Kr. 
(ii) 15cp=cp if and only if 15 is 60 (and in particular 
l501]=cp, 01-orf>=cp). 
(iii) IX01J = cp unless g = 0, in which case IXrJ = 17· 
The proofs are as in Theorem I, using Theorem VI. 
Remarks. 
n n 
(1) Since Ynk= L bik (1.3), we have g,. =limk g,.k= L bi, and so limg,. = 'Lb,. 
i-1 i-1 
Thus in (ii) we are assuming that L b• converges, and in (iii) that its 
sum is zero. 
(2) IXT (and hence also 15K, 15T, !XK) may not exist. For example, if B is 
the 0(1) matrix ([1], § 4.3 (i)) and 
(
1 1 1 1 ... ) 
A= 0 0 0 0 ... , 
0 0 0 0 .. . 
. . . 
then A is IX, B is T, and AB does not exist. 
In the following table of products, the type of the first factor is shown 
in the left-hand column, and that of the second in the top row. The sign * 
means that the product does not always exist. New results obtained in 
this paper appear in bold-face. 
5. Associativity of products of summability matrices 
5.1. Known results 
The statement "{31515 is associative" is an abbreviation for "the product 
of any {3-matrix followed by any two 15-matrices is always associative". 
The following products are known to be associative: 
K 
T 
f3 
y 
II K 
K 
K 
* 
* 
* 
* 
<p 
<p 
T 
K 
T 
* 
* 
* 
* 
7J 
f3 
fJ 
fJ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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y 
f3 
y 
* fJ f3 
* fJ y 
* 
* 
a 
K 
K 
<p 
<p 
K 
K 
K, 
K if f3u 
K, 
Kif Yu 
T if g=O 
K, 
I cp if su 
, K, 
<p if !Xg 
7J if g=O 
<p 
<p 
(1) K,K,K, ((1], 29). In particular, products of K., K, Tare associative. 
(2) bbb ([4], 2.V). 
(3) f3bb ( [ 4 ], Corollary 2.V). 
We need not consider bb{J or bf3b, since 15(3 may not exist (4.1, (7)). 
5.2. Theorem VIII. (i) cp-matrices form a subring (without unit 
element) of the ring of K-matrices, the zero matrix 0 being the zero element. 
(ii) 17-matrices do not form a ring, nor an additive group. 
Proof. (i) Since K-matrices from a ring with unit element I ([1), 
(4.6, I)), and cp C K, result (i) follows, since I is not a cfo-matrix. In 
particular, cpcpcp is associative. 
(ii) The set of 17-matrices is not closed under multiplication or addition, 
since 1J1J = cp and the sum of two 17-matrices is cp and never 1J (the sum of 
the corresponding T-matrices being K and never T). 
5.3. The products f3cpcp, cpcp{J, cpf3cp, {Jcpf3 
Other arrangements cpf3(3, f3(3cp, (3(3{3 of products of (3, cp may not exist, 
since (3{3 may not exist (4.1, (4)). 
Theorem IX. f3cpcp is associative. 
Let G be a (3-matrix, H and K be cfo-matrices, and let A be the K -matrix 
corresponding to the middle factor H, so that h;1 = aii- a;_1•1• Writing· 
U =GH, V =HK, we have 
so 
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uni = :L gni hii = :L gni (a.ii-ai-1) 
i i 
= :L aii (gni-gn.i+l) +lim; ail gn.i+l 
i 
= :L a,i (gni-gn,i+l) + rxign, 
i 
(UK)np = L L aii (gni-gn,i+l) kiP+ gn L !Xi kiP 
i ; i 
where the last series on the right exists for each p, sence K is a </>-matrix 
and :L [rxi [ converges ( 1.1 (ii) ). The double series is absolutely convergent, 
smce 
L [gni-gn.i+l[ L [a;i[·[kiP[ ~ 2M(K)M(A)M(G) for all n, p 
i j 
by (2.3) (vii), 1.1 (rx), and 1.2 (A). Hence, summing first for j, 
(UK)np = L (gni-gn.'i+l) (AK);p + gn L !Xi kiP • 
i j 
Also v,P = :L h;i kiP = L (a;i- a;-l.i) kiP= (AK);p- (AK);_ 1.P, so that 
i i 
(G V)np = L gni { (AK);p- (AK)i-l,p} 
i 
= L (AK);p (gni-gn,i+l) +lim; (AK);p gn,i+l 
i 
= L (AK);p (gni- gn,i+l) + Ap gn' 
i 
where .A.P is a column-limit of the K-matrix L=AK. 
As kiP--+ 0 when j--+oo, for each p, by (2.3) (v), and as lnv=2ianikiP' 
AP =limn lnv is the A-limit of {knv}, which by 1.1 (c5) is 2irxikiP' 
Thus (UK)np= (GV)nv' and hence (GH)K =G(HK), which proves the 
theorem. 
Theorem X. <fo</>(3 is associative. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem IX, but with simpler details. 
Theorem XI. </>{30</> (and in particular <fof30</>) is associative. 
Let G be (3, Hand K be <fo, and let B be the K-matrix corresponding to 
the last factor K. Write U =HG, V =GK, and consider the double series 
tnp == L L hni (g;j-gi,i+l) biP' 
i i 
which is proved to be absolutely convergent as in Theorem IX. Summing 
as indicated, we have 
tnp = 2 hni { L gii (biP- bi-l,p) -limi gi,i+l biP} 
i j 
= 2 hni { 2 gii kiP- g; f3P} where here f3P == limi biP; 
i j 
i.e., tnp = 2 hni (v;p -g; f3v) = 2 hni V;p- (JP 2 hni g;' 
i i i 
both sums existing provided that g=lim gn exists (since then V is a K-
71 
matrix by Theorem VI (ii), and {v;p}, {g1} converge when i --+ =; and H 
is a </>-matrix). Hence 
tnp = (H V)np - {JP 2 hni gi · 
i 
Reversing the order of summation, we have 
tnp = 2 biP 2 hni (gii-gi,i+1) = L biP (uni-un.i+1) 
i i i 
= .2 Uni (bjp- bj-1,p) -limi 1ln.i+1 biP 
j 
= 2 uni kip -un fJP = (U K)np-un {Jp, 
i 
where un is a row-limit of the b-matrix U. 
If W =AG, where A is a K-matrix and G is a {J-matrix, wnp= 2ianigiP is 
dominated by {K(G) + M(G)} Ii Janil· Hence 
wn """ limP wnp = ! ani gi. 
i 
Consequently, if U is the b-matrix corresponding to the {J-matrix W, 
and H is the </>-matrix corresponding to A, then (1.3 (iii)) 
Un = Wn- Wn-1 = L (ani- an-1) gi = L hni gi • 
i i 
Hence we see that (HV)np= (UK)np provided that g exists, and this 
proves the result. 
Theorem XII. (i) fJ<PfJ is associative if fJ has all its column-limits zero; 
(ii) {J0<f>{J is always associative. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem IX. 
Remarks on Theorems IX-XII. 
(I) Since K C {J0 , the associativity of the products K<f><f>, <f><f>K, <f>K<f>, K<f>{J 
follows at once. 
(2) Since (J C {J, the products b<f><f>, <f><f>b, <f>(Ju<f>, <f>(J0<f>, (!0</>{J are always 
associative; and (J<f>{J is associative if fJ has all its column-limits zero. 
5.4. The products <f>(J(J, b<f>(J, (J(J</> 
Theorem XIII. The following products are associative: (i) <f>bb; (ii) (J<f>(J; 
(iii) (J(Jo<f> (and in particular (Jb0<f>). 
Proof. (i) follows since 4> C {J, and {J(J(J is associative (5.1 (3)). 
The proof of (ii) is similar to that of Theorem IX. 
For (iii), take A,BD to be (J, (J, </>-matrices in the proof of [4], Theorem 
2.V, and let G, H be the {J, K-matrices corresponding to B, C. The result 
follows with the aid of a lemma on column-limits of fJ<P analogous to [4], 
Corollary 2.II.2. 
5.5. The products {Jb<f>, fJ<P(J, <f>{J(J 
We need not consider the products <f>b{J, b{J<f>, since b{J may not exist. 
Theorem XIV. The following products are associative: (i) {J(J0 </> (and in 
particular {J(J0<f>); (ii) {J<f>(J; (iii) <f>{J11b (and in particular <f>{J0(J). 
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Proof. (i) If A=(ank) is t'J, then so is 1A=(an-I.k), where a0k- 0; 
and hence so is 2A=(a11_u), where also a_l.k = 0; etc. If B is t'l0 and 0 
is q;, then by Theorem XIII (iii), each of ABO, 1A·BO, ... , n-lA.BO 
exists and is associative; hence their sum (A+ 1 A+ ... + "-1A )BO also 
exists and is associative. The order of summation in the double series 
2,, 2,;/,.ibi;C;k can therefore be reversed, where fni denotes the (n, i)th 
element of A+ 1A + ... + n-1A, viz. 
so that F = (/11i) is the ,8-matrix corresponding to the t'J-matrix A. The 
product F BO is consequently associative. 
(ii) follows from Theorem XIII (ii) just as XIV (i) followed from 
XIII (iii). 
The proof of (iii) is similar to that of Theorem XI. 
I am grateful to Dr. P. VERMES for suggesting the problem discussed 
in § 5, for the Remarks after Theorem VI, and for improving an early 
version of some results in § 4.2. I have pleasure in thanking both him 
and Dr. R. G. CooKE for criticism and advice during the preparation of 
this paper. 
Since completing this work, I have learned that M.S. RAMANUJAN has 
recently found some results similar to those of § 4 and some applications 
of sequence-to-series matrices in summability theory. These will be 
published soon. 
Note added in proof. I have now seen the manuscript of RAMANUJAN's 
work [6]. It refers to a paper by J. D. HILL [5] in which sequence-to-
series transformation matrices have already been defined; the contents 
of § 2 of the present paper are therefore not new. [6] and the present 
paper overlap somewhat, but are on the whole complementary. 
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